Recent work [1] indicates an approach to the formulation of diffeomorphism invariant quantum field theories (qft's) on the Groenewold-Moyal (GM) plane. In this approach to the qft's, statistics gets twisted and the S-matrix in the non-gauge qft's become independent of the noncommutativity parameter θ µν . Here we show that the noncommutative algebra has a commutative spacetime algebra as a substructure: the Poincaré and diffeomorphism groups are based on this algebra in the twisted approach. It is natural to preserve gauge symmetries as well by basing it on this algebra. Then gravity and gauge sectors are the same those for θ µν = 0, but their interaction with matter fields is sensitive to θ µν . We calculate e − + e − → e − + e − and γ + e − → γ + e − cross-sections in the tree approximation and explicitly display their dependence on θ µν . Remarkably the zero of the elastic e − + e − → e − + e − cross-section at 90
Introduction
If there is a symmetry group G with elements g and it acts on a single particle Hilbert space H by the unitary representation g → U (g), then conventionally it acts on the two-particle Hilbert space H ⊗ H by the representation g → U (g) ⊗ U (g) := [U ⊗ U ](g ⊗ g).
(1.1)
If it acts on Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 by representations U 1 and U 2 , then conventionally it acts on H 1 ⊗ H 2 by the representation
2)
The homomorphism
underlying (1.2) and (1.3) is said to be a coproduct on G. The existence of such a homomorphism is essential for physics. For example, it is the coproduct which determines how a diquark wavefunction transforms under color SU (3), once we agree that each quark transforms by its 3 representation. Let G * be the group algebra of G. If G admits a left-and right-invariant measure dµ, as is generally the case in physics, and α, β : G → C are smooth compactly supported functions on G, then G * contains the generating elements
with product
where (α * c β)(g) is the convolution of α and β:
(α * c β)(g) = dµ(g ′ )α(g ′ )β(g ′ −1 g).
(1.6)
It is necessary to complete the algebra generated by (1.4) in a suitable topology to get all of G * . The coproduct (1.3) extends by linearity as the the homomorphism
on G * . The representation U i of G * on H i , 8) induced by those of G, also extend to the representation U 1 ⊗ U 2 on H 1 ⊗ H 2 :
(1.9)
Next we outline the action of the Poincaré group, and more generally of the diffeomorphism group, on the Groenewold-Moyal (GM) plane A θ (R N ). The algebra A θ (R N ) consists of smooth functions on R N with the multiplication map
α ⊗ β → α e It acts on functions on R N by pull-back:
(1.14)
The work of [2] based on Drinfel'd's basic paper [3] shows that D 0 (R N ) acts on A θ (R N ) compatibly with m θ if its coproduct is "twisted" to ∆ θ where
The right-hand side of (1.15) contains polynomials in derivatives. So it may be best to interpret ∆ θ in terms of D 0 (R N ) * . We denote the representation of φ on A θ (R N ) ⊗ A θ (R N ) by ∆ θ (φ) omitting symbols like U ⊗ U which occur in (1.2) .
The restriction to the connected component of D 0 (R N ) is not essential. The discussion can be extended to parity and time-reversal.
For θ µν = 0 and scalar bosons, statistics is imposed on the two-particle sector by working with the symmetrized tensor product A 0 (R N ) ⊗ S A 0 (R N ). It has elements v ⊗ s w where
( 1.16) But the twisted coproduct does not preserve symmetrization [1, 3, 4] ,
if v and w are not zero. We are hence obliged to twist statistics as well. Thus let σ be the flip map:
is an involution, τ (1.20) and the tensor product A θ (R N )⊗ s θ A θ (R N ) with twisted symmetrisation consists of elements
In a similar way, we can argue that the standard antisymmetrization (1 − τ 0 )(v ⊗ w) is incompatible with the twisted coproduct, and that the two-particle sector of the twisted fermions has wavefunctions v ⊗ a θ w in
In standard quantum physics with θ µν = 0, the statistics operator τ 0 is superselected: all observables commute with τ 0 . Following this lead, we assume that such superselection rule holds also for θ µν = 0, and that all observables commute with τ θ .
The creation-annihilation operators of quantum fields appropriate to (1.21) and (1.22) have been written down before in terms of operators for θ µν = 0 [1] . They will be recalled later.
In this paper, we will show that there is a representation of the commutative algebra A 0 (R N ) on A θ (R N ). We can construct Poincaré and diffeo generators as certain natural differential operators based on A 0 (R N ). Their exponentiation also gives a representation of the associated groups. It is remarkable that acting on A θ (R N ), their coproduct is precisely ∆ θ . Further considerations of this work are based on this striking fact.
This representation of the Poincaré group on A θ (R N ) is not new. It was first discussed by Calmet [5] and analyzed further in [6] . Their emphasis however differs from ours.
Section 2 constructs the commutative algebra A 0 (R N ) which acts on A θ (R N ). The Poincaré generators M µν and in fact vector fields v in general act on elements of A θ (R N ) in the standard way for the twisted action as well. Knowing this, we point out that we can write any vector field v (of which M µν is an example) as v µ ∂ µ where v µ ∈ A 0 (R N ) and ∂ µ are the usual coordinate derivatives.
Section 3 contains the crucial result that the preceding actions of M µν and v fulfill the deformed Leibnitz rule of [2] which follows from the deformed coproduct.
The deformed coproduct on diffeos is introduced for the purpose of preserving the diffeo invariance of qft's. For θ µν = 0, qft's are invariant under gauge groups G based on "global groups" G as well, and they are fundamental for basic theory. The Poincaré group P or the diffeo group D(R N ) acts on G and the group governing a basic theory is the semi-direct product G ⋉ P on Minkowski space and G ⋉ D(R N ) for gravity plus matter. Once we decide to preserve P or D(R N ) for θ µν = 0, it is natural to try to preserve also G⋉P and G⋉D(R N ). This is easily done: we just have to identify G as the group of maps from the commutative coordinates underlying A 0 (R N ) to G. The rest of the paper explores the consequences of this identification.
A summary of our results is as follows. Sections 4 and 5 show that in the approach outlined above, gravity and gauge theories without matter are identical to their commutative counterparts for θ µν = 0. Recall that in previous work [7] , the independence of the S-matrix from θ µν was established for matter without gauge couplings. But these dual facts about matter and connections do not mean that all effects of θ µν disappear. Pauli principle is for example affected [1, 8] . They are also very much present in the coupling of matter and gauge fields. A clear understanding of the latter requires an elucidation of how gauge transformations act on matter fields, or A θ (R N ) modules, which we do in Sections 6 and 7. Section 8 explicitly establishes that θ µν has physical effects in the interaction of gauge and matter fields by calculating e − + e − → e − + e − and γ + e − → γ + e − cross-sections and showing their dependence on θ µν .
In e − − e − scattering (with all electron spins identical) in the centre-of-mass frame, the amplitude (and hence the cross-section) vanish for 90 • scattering angle for θ µν = 0. This zero is due to Pauli principle. It is moved from 90 • when noncommutativity is introduced (There is dependence of O(θ) on energy and momentum variables.). Such a movement of zero shows violation of Pauli principle. It also suggests a modified Pauli principle along the lines of [1] . This point needs to be better understood.
A final and important fact is brought out in section 9. The perturbative S-matrix is not Lorentz invariant despite all our elaborate efforts to preserve it. (However it is unitary, consistently with [9] and contrary to certain claims.) It is not difficult to understand the origin of such non-covariance. The density H I of the interaction Hamiltonian is not a local field in the sense that
where x ∼ y means that x and y are space-like separated. But S involves time-ordered products of H I and the equality sign in (1.23) is needed for Lorentz invariance. This condition on H I , known as Bogoliubov causality [10] , has been reviewed and refined by Weinberg [11, 12] . The nonperturbative LSZ formalism [12] also leads to the time-ordered product of relatively non-local fields and is not compatible with Lorentz invariance. Such a breakdown of Lorentz invariance is very controlled. For this reason, such Lorentz non-invariance may provide unique signals for non-commutative spacetimes, a point which requires further study.
The Commutative Algebra
The algebra A θ (R N ), regarded as a vector space, is a module for A 0 (R N ). We can show this as follows. For any α ∈ A θ (R N ), we can define two operatorsα L,R acting on A θ (R N ):
where * is the GM product defined by Eq.(1.10) (or, equivalently, by Eq.(1.12)). The maps α →α L,R have the propertiesα
The reversal ofα,β on the right-hand side of (2.3) means that for position operators,
Hence in view of (2.4),
generates a representation of the commutative algebra A 0 (R N ):
Let e p ∈ A θ (R N ) be the exponential function for momentum p:
where (2.9) involves point-wise multiplication. Since any α ∈ A θ (R N ) has the Fourier representation 10) it follows that (
and thatx µc generates the commutative algebra A 0 (R N ) acting by point-wise multiplication on A θ (R N ). This result is implicit in the work of Calmet and coworkers [5, 6] . Let us express adx µ in terms of the momentum operatorp µ = −i∂ µ . This is easily done using explicit expression for the star-product, Eq.(1.10):
This result is the starting point of the work of Calmet et al [5, 6] . The connected Lorentz group L ↑ + acts on functions α ∈ A θ (R N ) in just the usual way in the approach with the coproduct-twist:
for Λ ∈ L 
Vector fields v are generators of the Lie algebra of the connected component of the diffeomorphism group acting on functions. Just as for M µν , which is a special vector field, we now see that v can be written as
Both (2.15) and (2.16) look like the familiar expressions for θ µν = 0. Nevertheless, their action on A θ (R N ) must involve the twisted coproduct. The next section explains why this is so. We remark that it is in the action (2.14) that we differ from the approach of [2, 13] . In these papers, the Lorentz and diffeomorphism groups act on A θ by * -products on, say, the left. For example in their approach,x c in (2.15) must be replaced byx L . This difference has profound consequences for physics. Thus unlike us, pure gravity and gauge theories acquire dependence on θ µν in their work.
On the Twisted Coproduct
Let us first check the modification of the Leibnitz rule for M µν . We can write, as an identity,
which on using (2.12) and the antisymmetry of θ µν gives
Thus the Leibnitz rule is twisted. The twist is exactly what is required by the coproduct ∆ θ [14] :
The operator M µν is a particular vector field. What we have seen is that it is of the form (2.16). A similar argument shows that all the "twisted" vector fields are of the form (2.16). The connected component of the twisted diffeomorphism group is generated by v. It follows that this group is isomorphic to the connected component D 0 (R N ) of the untwisted diffeomorphism group.
Implications for Pure Gravity
The implications of this observations are striking. We consider pure gravity first.
Consider the covariant derivative
where Γ µ and ω µ are the Levi-Civita and spin connections respectively. Under diffeomorphisms, D µ transforms in the usual way and since the former is generated by vector fields like (2.16), the transformed D, Γ and ω depend onx c . It is natural to assume that just as in the commutative case, Γ and ω depend only onx c . Now consider the frame fields e a µ . Just as for θ µν = 0, we can assume that they are covariantly constant,
and impose also the condition Γ
to eliminate torsion. Then (4.2) can be treated just as for θ µν = 0 if we assume that e a µ depends only onx µc . In that case, the * 's in (4.2) can be erased and ω can be expressed as
We have not studied the possibility of other solutions for (4.3). Perhaps they exist, with e a µ depending on bothx µc andx µL , but (4.4) is satisfactory and we accept it.
Thus the gravity sector is based on the commutative coordinate and its algebra is isomorphic (under suitable assumptions) to A 0 (R N ). Hence the gravity sector is based on standard differential geometry. As A 0 (R N ) admits the usual integration, the dynamics in the gravity sector can be described in the manner appropriate for θ µν = 0.
Implications for Gauge Fields
Gauge fields A λ transform as one-forms under diffeomorphisms for θ µν = 0. For θ µν = 0, the vector fields v µ generating diffeomorphisms depend onx c . If an infinitesimal diffeomorphism acts on A λ in a conventional way for θ µν = 0 and A λ and its variation δA λ are to depend on just one combination of noncommutative coordinates, then A λ can depend only onx c . This leads to the conclusion that gauge fields are independent of θ µν and are not affected by noncommutativity.
Such an inference is reasonable for another reason as well. Twisted diffeomorphisms are introduced to maintain them as symmetries in gravity. But for θ µν = 0, with gravity and gauge fields present, the group of importance is not just D 0 (R N ), but its semi-direct product G ⋉ D 0 (R N ). Once we decide to maintain D 0 (R N ) as a symmetry group for θ µν = 0, it is natural to go the whole way and preserve G ⋉ D 0 (R N ) for θ µν = 0. But elements of D 0 (R N ) perform diffeomorphisms, so then we should require that elements of G are constructed from the elements of the algebra generated byx c . That would then say that the abstract group G is independent of θ µν . But D = ∂ + A transforms under g ∈ G according to D → gDg −1 . So if A and its gauge transform depend on just one coordinate operator, that operator isx c .
If the focus is just on the Poincaré group, the above argument is still valid on substituting this group for D 0 (R N ), provided N ≥ 3. The case N = 2 is special, since the Poincaré group with the coproduct ∆ 0 is an automorphism of A θ (R 2 ).
The conclusion of the last two sections is that gravity and gauge sectors are unaffected by noncommutativity.
In the standard approach to noncommutative gauge groups [15, 16] , where gauge transformations are multiplied using the * -product, it is possible to treat only particular representations of U (N ) gauge groups or one has to use enveloping algebras [17] and deal with the Seiberg-Witten map [18] . There is no such limitation now where the gauge group is just that for θ µν = 0.
Gauge Transformations and * -Products
The Poincaré group was built up fromx c , and not in any other manner, but still its action preserves the * -product. We can ask if gauge transformations based onx c also preserve the * -product.
How the Gauge Group acts on
But this question needs clarification. Fields which transform non-trivially under G or even the underlying "global" Lie group G are not elements of the algebra A θ (R N ). Rather they are modules over A θ (R N ). If a d-dimensional representation of G is involved, they can be elements of A θ (R N ) ⊗ C d . They may also be elements of non-trivial projective modules (see for example Chapter 5 of [16] ). We focus on A θ (R N ) ⊗ C d for simplicity. There are two separate matters we have to resolve about these modules. First, we must understand the action of gauge transformations on these modules and show their compatibility with the * -product. We argue that we can accomplish such compatibility if the gauge group also has a twisted coproduct. This twist is in fact needed to maintain the semidirect product structure of G ⋉ D 0 (R N ) at the level of coproducts. Secondly we must show how to form gauge scalars out of elements of A θ (R N ) ⊗ C d and their adjoints compatibly with the above twisted coproduct. This is an essential step in constructing observables like the Hamiltonian. Below we accomplish both these tasks successfully. Certain familiar structures available for θ µν = 0 are not available for θ µν = 0. Gauge theories for θ µν = 0 and θ µν = 0 are thus structurally different.The section finally briefly discusses these differences.
Elements ξ of
There is a multiplication map
expressing the module property of A θ (R N ) d . We treat it as a right-module for convenience.
But when g ij (x) is not a constant, RHS of (6.5) = (g ij (x)ξ j ) * α (6.6)
we find from (6.5) that
which is very much like the deformed Leibnitz rule (3.2). Let ǫ be the "counit", the trivial representation of G:
which in component form is (6.5).
We thus see that just as the coproduct on diffeos, the twisted coproduct on G,
is compatible with the * -multiplication in (6.3). We need this twisted coproduct in any case in order that ∆ θ (φ) [cf. (1.15)] acts on ∆ θ (g(x c ) compatibly with the semi-direct product structure G ⋉ D 0 (R N ).
On Gauge Scalars
If η ∈ A θ (R N ) d , and it transforms under g(x c ) ∈ G according to
then η † necessarily transforms as
If ξ and ξ † form another such pair, consider i ξ * i * η i ≡ ξ † * η. It is not invariant if ξ † and η are naively transformed as in (6.14) and (6.15). But we want its invariance only for the twisted coproduct (6.13). To check if this is so, we define the "multiplication" map
The representation of g(x c ) on ξ † can be denoted byīd, that on η being id. Then
showing its invariance.
Transformations of Composite Operators
For θ µν = 0, if ψ and χ transform by a gauge group G as dictated by the representations ρ and σ of its global group G,
we can consistently assign a transformation law under G to ψ ⊗ ′ χ,
It is dictated by the representation ρ ⊗ σ of G:
In the passage from (6.21) to (6.22), commutativity of spacetime algebra has been used.
We use equations such as (6.22) in forming gauge invariants such as the Yukawa term of the Lagrangian in the Lagrangian density. It is used as well to form covariant composite local fields such as a color3 composite of two quark fields.
ψ ⊗ ′ χ is not the tensor product ψ ⊗ χ of ψ and χ. ψ ⊗ χ is a function on R N ⊗ R N with value ψ(x) ⊗ χ(y) at (x, y) whereas ψ ⊗ ′ χ is a function of just (x, x), that is, x.
We can interpret this restriction in two different ways: a) ψ ⊗ ′ χ is the restriction of ψ ⊗ χ to the diagonals (x, x). b) (ψ ⊗ ′ χ) iα = ψ i χ α is the product in the algebra.
For θ µν = 0 these two interpretations have different implications, although for θ µν = 0 they coincide. Only b) is suitable for θ = 0 as we will now argue. a) Restriction to diagonals: For θ µν = 0, G acts on ψ ⊗ χ by the coproduct (6.13). But this action is not compatible with the restriction to (x, x). We can see this in the following way: 
of (6.25). So ψ ⊗ ′ χ has no simple transformation law under G. This circumstance restricts the kind of G-scalars we can build using a), say for an interaction. A Yukawa interaction with both spinorial and tensorial fields transforming non-trivially under G seems difficult (unless we artificially assume, for example, that the latter depends onx c and transforms as in the commutative case). If φ is a spacetime scalar field and transforms non-trivially under G, then φ † φ is a G-scalar and (φ †
Thus the θ µν = 0 theories are structurally different from the θ µν = 0 theories.
b) The * -product: In this case the transformation of ψ ⊗ ′ χ is given by
where
To simplify (6.26), we write the twist element F θ (defined in (1.11)) in the Sweedler notation:
As there is no * in (6.29) and the gauge transformations are as for θ µν = 0,
This is similar to (6.22) so that composite gauge transformations can be consistently defined.
On How Matter Couples to Gauge Fields and Gravity
Matter fields are elements of A θ (R N ) or of its projective modules. We want to understand their couplings to gauge fields and gravity. We consider U (1) gauge fields as the discussion readily generalizes to any gauge group. Consider a charged scalar field φ. It is an element of A θ (R N ). A U (1) gauge field transformation is a unitary operator g(x c ):
transforms according to
4)
D µ φ transforms in a familiar manner:
So a gauge invariant expression is
where (7.6) has been written using the Moyal symbols for the operators. In explicit calculations we will not work with actions for which (7.6) is appropriate, but with Hamiltonians.
The generator of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations on A λ is
where S µν is the spin-1 matrix:
The generator on φ is just M µν . Consistency of (7.6) with Poincaré invariance requires that
Asx c in M µν commutes with A λ (x x ), we do in fact have (7.10). Poincaré invariance of (7.6) follows. Note that the consistency equations like (7.10) extend to generic diffeomorphisms. This discussion generalizes to the interaction of spinors and gauge fields as well.
In the following sections, we will apply these discussions to Möller scattering and Compton effect and draw detailed conclusions.
Noncommutative Quantum Electrodynamics

e
− − e − scattering for General θ µν As we saw in the previous section, while matter fields are functions of the noncommutative coordinatesx µ , gauge fields are necessarily functions of the commutative coordinatesx c . Consequently, pure gauge theories are quantized in exactly the same manner as their counterparts in ordinary space. Here, we will show that coupling between gauge and matter fields, for the simple case of quantum electrodynamics, leads to observable consequences in the tree approximation, but only where the external particles are identical fermions.
In particular, we find that the scattering amplitude T θ for e − − e − scattering now carries information about θ-dependent effects. In particular, in the center-of-mass frame, T θ for electrons with their spins states identical no longer vanishes for 90 o scattering angle, violating Pauli principle.
The Dirac fields are expanded as
while for the gauge field A µ , we have the expansion
We work in the Lorentz gauge. The Dirac fields are functions of noncommutative coordinates and its creation and annihilation operators satisfy twisted (anti) commutation relations [1] :
Using the map
the twisted commutation relations can be realized in terms of the usual operators c (s) (p) ≡ a (s) (p) | θ µν =0 . Here
is the energy-momentum operator of just the electron field in Fock space. Similar relations exist for the positron creation and annihilation operators b (s) † (k) and
The gauge field A µ is a function ofx c µ which generate the commutative substructure in A θ (R 4 ). Its creation/annihilation operators satisfy the usual commutation relations:
The interaction Hamiltonian is
The S-matrix for this theory in the interaction representation is
which, as usual, may be expanded in powers of the coupling constant e. We are interested in e − − e − scattering, so the incident and outgoing state vectors are, respectively
The first non-trivial contribution to scattering comes from terms second order in e (or equivalently, first order in the fine structure constant α):
14) Since positron fields do not contribute to e − − − e scattering at this order, we will ignore them henceforth. A long but straightforward calculation then gives us
Here the first and second terms in correspond to (A) and (B) respectively of Fig. 1 . Notice that we recover the usual answer for Möller scattering in the limit θ µν → 0. Also, there is now a θ µν -dependent relative phase between the two terms, and that will have an observable effect in cross-sections. Secondly, we anticipate that because of the presence of this relative phase factor, UV-IR mixing may reappear at higher loops, but this needs to be checked explicitly.
Let us study the behavior of T θ in the center-of-mass system when the incoming electrons, call them 1,2, have their spins aligned. We will use the chiral basis. The simplest way to obtain the electron wave functions is to to start with electrons at rest and boost them along direction p i = pp i and p i = −pp i for electrons 1 and 2 respectively. Here the index i stands for initial and, later, f will denote final. In the rest frame, let the wavefunction of electron 1 be
For concreteness, we choose ξ
to be the spin-up state along the axisp i :
where D 1 2 (p i ) is the rotation matrix corresponding to rotation from z-axis to directionp i . Then applying the boost
i ), we get
where of course m sinh η = | p|. Similarly,
Also, in the center-of-mass system, the relative phase λ in (8.16) is
where T i = θ ij ǫ ijk ,n is the unit vector normal to the plane spanned byp i andp f , and Θ M is the scattering angle. Thus in the center-of-mass system, all information about noncommutativity is encapsulated in the scalar product T ·n.
Using the identities
it is easy to see that the scattering amplitude for noncommutative Möller scattering (upto an overall numerical factor coming from normalization of the Dirac spinors) is
T θ is complex in general, and has no real roots. We can instead look at |T θ | 2 . For this, we define dimensionless quantities x = E/m and t = m 2 ( T ·n). Then
to rid us of normalization-related ambiguities, and plot |F| 2 as a function of the scattering angle Θ M . The mod of the squares of the amplitudes are plotted for the noncommutative and the ordinary cases in Fig 2, where we see that the noncommutative amplitude does not vanish at Θ M = π/2. Fig 3 shows the same process for larger values of the scattering angle. We have chosen a much larger value of t to demonstrate that the noncommutative Möller scattering has characteristic modulations.
− − e − and Compton Scattering when
In this subsection we analyze noncommutative QED using a slightly different approach which can be efficient in the case of just space-space noncommutativity, i.e. when θ 0i = 0. In this case the only Moyal star present in Eq.(8.10) can be removed so that the interaction Hamiltonian becomes
Though this looks like the interaction Hamiltonian in the commutative case, there is still the effect of noncommutativity hidden in the twisted commutation relations (8.4). Figure 2 : |F| 2 for t = 10 −5 and x = 100. Using the map (8.7), we can map noncommutative fermionic fields to the commutative ones,
where ψ 0 (x) and ψ 0 (x) are defined as in (8.1) for θ µν = 0. We will need one important property which holds for any two twisted fermionic fields a(x) = a 0 (x)e 
← −
∂ x∧P (they can be ψ and/orψ) which is a trivial consequence of (8.35):
where ⋆ := * −θ is the "inverse Moyal star". Using (8.36) we can write the interaction Hamiltonian as follows
In the same way, we have for H I (t x )H I (t y )
. Let us sketch how this approach works in the two cases of e − − e − scattering and Compton effect.
A. e − − e − scattering. The first observation we make is that the factor e 1 2
does not contribute to the result. 3 For the case of e − − e − scattering the relevant term in
where (±) denote the positive and negative frequency modes. Using the definition of ⋆, we see that in momentum space the overall effect of noncommutativity is the phase
where k i , q i are integration variables. Due to momentum conservation at every vertex, one immediately has (
3 This is because Aµ(x)Aν(y) gives rise to the photon propagator G which satisfies (∂x + ∂y)G(x − y) = 0.
So one can extend the action of e There four different ways to assign external momenta p i , p ′ i . They correspond to four Feynman diagrams (see Fig 4) :
In the commutative case, diagrams (I) and (IV) are equal. The same is true for the diagrams (II) and (III). One can easily see that this is also the case in the presence of noncommutativity, but now two different diagrams have a relative phase. Including the trivial phase factor e i 2
2 ) (this factor comes from the twisted statistics of ingoing and outgoing states), we recover the result (8.16).
B. Compton Effect. The main difference from the previous case is that we cannot get rid of the factor e 1 2
). This is due to the fact that now instead of the photon propagator we have a spinorial one, which comes from the pairing fields with twisted statistics. Nevertheless using the approach developed in [19] , one can show that the propagator is the same as in the commutative case and enters all calculations without star products. In particular this means that all noncommutative phases will be independent of the momenta of the fields that form the propagator. Bearing this in mind, one can easily write all phases. As in the case of e − − e − scattering, we have four different possibilities (see Fig 5) :
(k 2 , q 2 are the photon momenta. This is why they were absent for the e − − e − scattering.) In the commutative case, diagrams (I) and (III) are equal. The same is true for the diagrams (II) and (IV). Here the similarities with the case of e − − e − scattering end. Whereas in that case before the integration over k i , q i the phases were equal to Eq.(8.40) for all four diagrams, here the situation is different:
Phases for (I) and (II) : e
Phases for (III) and (IV ) : e
The second factor in both cases comes when e
∂ y )∧P picks up the momentum p 1 of the incoming electron. As a result, in the case of Compton scattering, the effect of the interference between two commutative diagrams is not present. One rather has that the commutative amplitude T com gets multiplied by the overall θ-dependent factor 
Causality and Lorentz Invariance
For the purposes of our discussion, causality will have the meaning it takes in standard local quantum field theories. Thus if ρ(ξ) is an observable local field ρ like the electric charge density localized at a spacetime point ξ, and x and y are spacelike separated points (x ∼ y), then (local) causality states that
It means that they are simultaneously measurable. Causal set theory (see for example [20] for a recent review) uses a sense of causality which differs from (9.1). There is also a criticism of the conceptual foundations of (9.1) by Sorkin [21] . Later Weinberg discussed [11, 12] discussed the fundamental significance of (9.3): if (9.3) fails, S is not relativistically invariant. He argued as follows.
Let us assume the conventional transformation law for H I under Lorentz transformation Λ:
Then we can argue that S is Lorentz invariant provided time-ordering T does not spoil it.
We can see this as follows. In the absence of time-ordering T , the second order term in H I in (9.2) We must transform (9.5) according to (1.15) . As zero four-momentum states are both translation-and Lorentz-invariant, we see that (9.5) is Lorentz invariant under the twisted coproduct. This argument extends to all orders in H I (assuming that long-range (infrared) effects do not spoil it). Consider next the second order term S (2) in S. It is the leading term influenced by time-ordering: Incidentally, we cannot say that (9.3) [together with (9.4) is enough for Lorentz invariance. H I may fulfill (9.3) but [H I (x), H I (y)] may contain derivative terms, such as happens in a charged massive vector meson theory, which spoil Lorentz invariance [11] . The interaction density in the electron-photon system for θ µν = 0 is H I (x) = ie(ψ * γ ρ A ρ ψ)(x) . (9.14)
For simplicity we consider the case where θ 0i = 0, θ ij = 0 (9.15) and show that (9.3) is violated. Hence S is not Lorentz-invariant. It can be checked that (9.13) is violated if θ 0i = 0 even if θ ij = 0. We can also directly see from the explicit formula for e − − e − scattering amplitude in Section 8 that it is not Lorentz-invariant if θ µν = 0. With (9.15), S = T exp −i d 3 xH I (x) = T exp −i Ĥ I (x) ,Ĥ I (x) = ie(ψγ ρ A ρ ψ)(x) (9.16)
We have used the property of the Moyal product to remove the * from in H I . That is possible although H I is integrated only over spatial variables because of (9.15). But there is still the effect of θ µν in the oscillator modes of ψ andψ. Let ψ 0 be the limit of ψ for θ µν = 0 and P µ be the momentum operator for ψ (which is the same as for ψ 0 ). Then using (8 Thus S is not Lorentz invariant.
